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of colorsof colorsof colorsof colors      

All colors in the Colored 
city lived in peace and love.  

Red has always protested and 
often took part in the revolutions. 
Blue has often calmed and 
coolant boiling situation. Yellow was jealous, and Green was 
conceited. She claimed that she was most  seen in the world. 
Violet likes to sleep until noon, Orange dances every Saturday in 
the stream, and Light Blue often jumps by the clouds. 

But they are all  agreed in one - without them there would be 
no rainbow in the sky.  

 One day in their happy town wandered  a tiny dwarf. He 
brought with him a magical flower with seven petals 

 One day, in the town of colors, a dwarf got lost. He had a magic 
flower. 
 The colors were very happy to have him. However, the dwarf didn’t 
have the best intentions. Pretending he wanted to thank them for their 
hospitality, the dwarf told the colors to sit on his magic flower and make 
a wish. 
 “Blue” wished to be able to fly above the clouds, “Green” to 
become the world’s master, “Purple” that the day would not exist, so as 
to sleep longer, and “Orange” wished people were more patient.  
 While colors were making their most fervent whishes, sitting on 
each of the seven petals of the magic flower, the dwarf cast a spell and 
beamed all the colors into his world. In the middle of the lab from his 
secret tower, the colors were looking in confusion at a strange machine. 



Then, the dwarf explained that their whishes could come true if they 
accepted to get into the machine. 

Eager to see their dreams come true, the colors entered one by one 
the  "Black Juicer". Only "Purple", which was always sleepy, could not 
hear the dwarf’s promise and didn’t keep up with her sisters when they 
jumped into the strange machine. 

As soon as the dwarf saw his treasure inside slammed the lid over 
them and turned on the machine. The colors began to feel sick, 
squeezed of energy and grew  paler and paler. Their life was over. 

However, even if everything seemed hopelees and there was no one 
around to save them, there appeared Mother Brush and Father Palette 
alerted by their sleepy daughter "Violet". They were able to stop the 
machine and release the colors. Scared of this happening, the dwarf 
stumbled on his machine cover and fell himself into the “Black Juicer.” 

Feeling happy that they succeeded in escaping from the magic 
tower, the seven sisters embraced each other and were off in the sky 
making up the Rainbow again, all  to the delight of their parents, Mom 
Brush and Dad Palette. 
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